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The James A. Michener Art Museum is known for an impressive collection of Pennsylvania 

Impressionist works, as well as an expansion program that greatly increased the institution’s 

profile as a venue for traveling exhibitions. 

But the painter-centric Michener is going in a new direction, to be visually announced next 

month with an installation of works in wood, ceramic, metal and at least one textile with a royal 

pedigree among local artists. 

“Intelligent Design,” a long-term exhibit that opens Feb. 3, includes some 36 works by regional 

members of the Studio Craft Movement, from patriarch Wharton Esherick to 29-year-old 

woodturner Derek Weidman of Green Lane. 

The initial exhibit is a foretaste of what lies ahead at the museum, according to curator of 

collections Constance Kimmerle. 

“We are beginning to actively build our collection in the area of studio craft,” she says. “We 

thought this would be a great opportunity to highlight what we have, and works that are on loan. 

“People really relate to studio craft and decorative arts. They can think of it being in other 

peoples’ homes, and perhaps in their own homes.” 

Which is not to say the works aren’t challenging. Art scholar Penelope Hunter-Stiebel wrote in 

the late-1970s that “Studio Craft artists submit themselves to age-old disciplines in which 

mechanized tools can afford only marginal assistance. The struggle to give physical realization to 

an idea through the actual working of the material imparts a residual dynamism to the object.” 

Or, as a New York gallery told Quakertown woodworker David Ellsworth when it showed his 

“Solstice” series of turned, burned and painted works from the late-1980s and early-1990s, 

“come get them out because they were scaring their customers,” he recalled in the Collectors of 

Wood Art Newsletter in 2007. 

“That’s the only series I had people tell me they hated my work,” he says. 

Ellsworth, whose work is shown in museums nationally, is represented in the Michener show by 

a 1990 work in Grecian briar burl that is part of his “Spirit Vessel” series. 

No fears on accessibility here. The diminutive “Spirit Vessel” works are inspired by Native 

American pottery. 



“What I’m looking for is the monumentality of these small forms,” says Ellsworth. “They’re not 

just cute; in other words ... (they’re) something (viewers) can relate to in a much more human 

way than they would a full-sized vessel. It’s much more intimate.” 

Like Ellsworth, Weidman is pleased with the Michener’s initiative. 

“I think it is the museum diligently documenting one of the best-kept secrets of this part of 

Pennsylvania, being a hotbed of studio furniture and wood sculpture,” he says in response to 

emailed questions. 

“The notions of art and craft have blurred a great deal in the wood field, and really across the 

board in all artistic endeavors, such as glass and ceramics. If work speaks to the soul, is a 

window to our humanity, whether it be canvas or a bowl, it seems many museums are beginning 

to feel they all belong under the same roof.” 

Kimmerle is bringing in objects from the Center for Art in Wood in Philadelphia and The 

Wharton Esherick Museum in Tredyffrin Township, Chester County, as well as works donated 

by artists and those already in the Michener collection, among other repositories. 

Well-known names from Bucks County art circles also appear, including Frederick Harer, Mark 

Sfirri and Edward W. Redfield. 

Harer was known as a maker of picture frames, but also built furniture. Sfirri, a studio artist and 

a professor at Bucks County Community College, influenced the rising generation of those 

working in multi-axis woodturning, including Weidman. 

Those who connect Redfield with impressionist canvases such as “The Burning of Center Bridge” 

will be enlightened by a hooked rug the artist made later in his career, when he quit painting and 

pursued crafts. 

“When he first came to Bucks County, he made furniture from driftwood that was deposited by 

the river in front of his house,” says Kimmerle. 

The Redfield craftwork in “Intelligent Design” is “a fairly small hooked rug, a wedding scene 

from Normandy, France,” she says. 

The exhibit includes work by Esherick, who Kimmerle called “the grandfather of the movement.” 

The Philadelphia native set himself up in a studio in Paoli and produced furniture that was 

sculpture, and vice versa. 

Esherick continues to cast a long shadow, with his works sought after by museums, including the 

Michener. It is a measure of the distance traveled by the Studio Craft Movement, from workshop 

to world attention. 

“I’ve watched a noticeable shift in museums for accepting crafts as a viable entity, alongside 

painting and sculpture,” says Ellsworth. “This is a historically academic venue that has been a 



hard nut to crack ... wood is coming into its own in the past decade in comparison with blown 

glass and ceramics, which is terribly exciting. You have curators writing about woodturning 

today. It’s really coming around.” 

This is the world that will be inhabited by young woodworkers such as Weidman, whose nine 

years in the field have been marked by many exhibits and the tides of his own creativity. 

Weidman regards “Mandrill,” a multi-axis turned, burned, carved and painted sculpture chosen 

for the exhibit, as one of his most important works to date. 

Previously, he had made abstract sculptures of human heads. During a residency at the Center for 

Art in Wood, he consciously decided to explore animal forms. 

“I use the lathe to do all of my major carving, repositioning the piece over and over until it 

begins to look like the animal I desired to depict. In this way, I often feel like I am merely 

documenting a world, an observer taking pictures of a lathe-created animal kingdom, where 

everything is arcs and curves,” he says via email. 

“ ‘Mandrill’ is unique in that it represents a major shift in focus of my work, as well as the 

culmination of many skills and practices that I had developed and was able to push the limits of 

to set the foundation of the work I have made since.” 

The attention to such progressive craft makes Ellsworth’s once-scorned “Solstice” pieces 

prophetic. 

After retrieving them from the New York gallery, the artist withdrew them from circulation 

“until the understanding (was reached) of what their significance was,” he says. 

“Twenty years later, there is quite a bit of interest among museums.” 

The Michener is at 138 S. Pine St. in Doylestown. Information: 215-340-9800; 

www.michenerartmuseum.org. 
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